Coactivation in arm and shoulder muscles during voluntary fixation of a single joint.
The objective of this study was to determine the organization of coactivation in the arm and shoulder muscles. Normal human subjects made alternate movements of a joint in the horizontal plane, either adduction-abduction of the second finger and shoulder, ulnar-radial deviation of the wrist, or extension-flexion of the elbow, during which they fixed a focal joint while decreasing the movement amplitude and increasing the fixation strength. They varied the fixation strength at four different levels up to the maximum. The focal-joint angle, and surface electromyograms (EMGs) from the intrinsic hand, antebrachial, upper-arm, and shoulder muscles were recorded. EMGs in the phase of fixation were quantified by integration after rectification. The degree of coactivation among the muscles was evaluated by calculating correlation coefficients across the integrated EMGs. There were correlations in the integrated EMGs among focal-joint muscles (FJMs), and also between one of the FJMs and the muscles distal and/or proximal to the FJMs: in the finger fixation between the hand and antebrachial muscles, in the wrist fixation between the antebrachial and hand/upper-arm muscles, in the elbow fixation between the upper-arm and antebrachial/shoulder muscles, and in the shoulder fixation between the shoulder and upper-arm muscles. Moderate or slight correlations were seen in muscles more distant from FJMs. Our results indicate that the longitudinal distance from FJMs in the shoulder and arm muscles is an important factor in determining levels of coactivation. This is discussed in relation to the fact that neighboring muscles share joints with FJMs.